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Achievements

A thunderous applause for our Under
17 Girls Football Team for winning the
most coveted Inter School Subroto Cup
Football Tournament organized in The
Emerald Heights International School
under the aegis of the Education
Department, Indore.
They defeated Daly College by a score
of 1 /0. The winning goal was scored by
Karnika Gupta of class 11.
Our team has qualified for the District
Level Tournament.
Congratulations and Blessings.

EHV workshop
Education in Human Values is an integral part
of Sri Sathya Sai Vidya Vihar.

The best way to teach values to students is by being
their role model, as values cannot be taught but are
caught. As a step toward this, an EHV workshop
was conducted on the 1st and 3rd June 2022 for the
teachers. The topics covered were Sathya Sai
Educare, 5 eternal values, 5 teaching techniques,
and schooling for excellence.

The presentations
were made by the EHV
faculty, which
included teachers
who have done a
Diploma or Certificate
course in Sri Sathya
Sai Education. All the
teachers attended the
workshop.

Faculty Enrichment Workshop

A Faculty enrichment workshop was conducted
by Dr. Usha Jain, Professor & HOD, English,
GACC, Indore. She shared the nuances of
effective communication skills with the faculty.

Career Exploratory Workshop

An interactive Career Exploratory workshop was
organized on 5th July 2022 for students of classes XI
& XII to give the students a better insight into stream
selection and varied career options.
The resource person Mr. Dhaval Gandhi, Founder
and Director at Keyman Capital, PD's Learning Curve,
and UNOCUE apprised the students of class XI & XII
about the different courses and colleges. Mr.
Sachchidanand Dube, Retired IRS (Additional
Commissioner Of Income Tax) and Associate Partner
at UNOCUE, Mr. Pradeep Bansal, Chartered
Accountant and Associate Partner at UNOCUE, Ms.
Arushi Dube - Masters Graduate from Smurfit
Business School, Dublin, Ireland, Institutional and
Product Strategy lead at UNOCUE were also present.

Fit Kids Programme

We are delighted to share
that we have introduced a 'Fit
Kids Programme' - a small
step towards 'Fit Indore &
India'.
It includes a special diet plan
for the tiny tots, Yoga, and
other fitness exercises.

Creative Reflections

Bal Mandir

Rainy Day
I love the rainy season because in the
rainy season the wind is so cold and
breezy. The rainbow comes when
there is sun and clouds. The
atmosphere is very pleasant after the
rain. It gives peace and happiness. I
love to play on rainy days. I love
sailing paper boats in puddles. I love
rain. It gives me exotic pleasure. I
can't say how much I love rain. I love
rain, I love rain, I love rain.

Mohi Maheshwari
IV- D

Dhwani Jain
IV - A
If I could invent a new animal
it would be an elephant with
unicorn wings, a tail like that
of a mouse with a bird's beak
and rabbit's ears.
Legs like a Flamingo. I would
name her Elinite she could fly,
walk, swim, and dance. Elinite
can make any wish come true
and it doesn't sleep.

Miraya Jain
IV-B
If I were able to change the
world I would do these things1. I would reduce factories.
2. Clean the water bodies.
3. Make more shelter for
animals.
4. Make more old age homes.
5. Reduce the cutting of trees.
6. Grow more trees.
7. Reduce hurting of animals.

Senior School
What is Beauty?
- Priyal Maheshwari, 11th D
Beauty. For some, it might be chiseled abs or a perfect body, for some it
could be having a milky white complexion or for some a great summer
tan. While for some, beauty can refer simply to a kind heart and pure
character. For a musician, an angelic voice can be regarded as beautiful,
or for a painter, Monalisa can be the epitome of beauty. So it can be
deduced that there is never one “correct definition” for what beauty is, as
it is an iffy notion and people’s perceptions regarding this have changed
manifold over the years. As goes the saying, Beauty lies in the eyes of the
beholder. Sometimes people are just beautiful. Not in looks, not in what
they say but just in who they are.
Unfortunately, nowadays, constant pressure of living up to some
superficial social and cultural standards of beauty has been seen in the
youth of today. According to recent studies, 66% of people under the age
of 18 feel very negative about their body image while children just at the
age of 5 to 6 years start making up their minds on how an ‘ideal’ body
should look!. For teenagers, it is normal to feel insecure about their body
type, weight, or facial features but to let these materialistic things take
over them leads to a loss of self-esteem and self-confidence. Putting up a
façade just to please others is what has become “the new normal”
amongst teenagers thus making them shallow and superficial. While the
beauty business is buzzing with the launch of enticing beauty products to
help teenagers cover their flaws, teens should rather be educated to
accept and embrace their imperfections as they are the ones that make
them unique and contribute to their individuality.

Also, it's important to remember that 'Outer Beauty' is an asset
only for a few years and is transient, it will for sure fade with
time and so will the looks but on the other hand, 'Inner beauty'
is an asset for lifelong as it is associated with a pure heart, a
strong personality, a person’s kindness, and confidence.
Thus the understanding of what beauty really is should go
beyond the external factors like color, facial features, and
physique of an individual but should comprise how a person
carries oneself, their self–confidence, simplicity, and body
language. Ever heard the phrase, "It's what's on the inside that
counts"? It's true. So why focus on being an attractive oyster
when you can be the precious pearl inside it.
Amidst the world where everyone is busy looking out for
beauty, be yourself, have pride in who you are, embrace your
imperfections, and the day you do so, you will feel the dazzling
beauty residing within you. And a gentle reminder that you are
you and that's the beauty of it :)

NFTs
A Scam or The Future?
- Avdhesh Dubey
- 11th G
NFTs or Non Fungible Tokens are bits of information that are unique and are placed
on the blockchain. Let’s delve into this further and figure out, apart from these
strongly worded definitions, what exactly is an NFT.
Imagine you are making a painting, not exactly a masterpiece, but you digitalize it
and put it up for sale. The painting or the piece of art is a token that is then
considered your property that cannot be used by anyone else. The property of a
commodity to not be exchanged or be replaced by another identical item is known as
being Non-Fungible.
So, An NFT is basically a token that cannot be exchanged or replaced by another
identical item.
But, how does that concern an ordinary student like YOU? As we have seen NFTs can
be protected against thievery, they could soon be bought and controlled like your
pen and /or pencil. It could start to share some physical features such as buying,
selling, etc, and could and most probably be the next best thing.
“Pretty soon your match tickets, your photos,
your property will be an NFT and
you will be compulsed to buy and use them."
-Gary Vee
More Importantly, NFTs are just pictures or GIFs on the internet that can be saved
on your computer or mobile device just by the click of a button. It’s like breaking
open a lock to which you don’t have a key. Much like Cryptocurrency, the value of
NFTs is not stable. Sometimes they rise above expectations and sometimes crash
within a few hours.
So, it’s your choice either to join the Bored Ape Yacht Club by paying a stupendously
high amount or keep screenshotting and be a menace to society.
And therefore the question is, Are NFTs a scam or quite literally the future?

Martyrdom
- Saranshi Jade
XB
She walked up to the stand where his body was kept, trying to speak as she
wept: "you promised me that you were never going back ", "you never told me
that you weren't coming back", "I waited for months, counting night and days
you don't have any idea in how many different ways", "now I see you sleeping
still, how can you leave me against my will" she stood there crying, holding
his locket, a note was given to her which was in his pocket it was smudged
with dirt, with a heart drawn above. The first word read," I'm sorry my love"
"I know I've disappointed you many times you've always stood strong hiding
your emotions with your Rimes. I never wish to leave you alone in life, it
wasn't why I asked you to be my wife". " As I survived every day your thoughts
are in my mind". "Always fearing the day, if life would leave me behind, now
that I feel the cold breeze of death, all I want is the warmth of our breath". "
The value of life for me diminished dime by dime, as I pressed the trigger
from time to time, all the happiness was trickling down the drain, all I
wanted to see is my family again", as a small bullet pierced through my skin it
looked me in the eyes with a vicious grin, it whispered to me something so
profound, I know no vengeance but what goes around comes around". " It
was the moment I felt no pain the blood on my chest just seemed like a stain. A
moment of realization struck me at death, I lost to life but I served my
country till my last breath". " I want you to know although I know that you
know your face in my eyes made me smile amongst all my sorrow, forgive me
for leaving you without your will, I have truly loved you and forever I will"
She stood there reading all that he said no longer flowed her tears, no longer
was she afraid, she raised her hand to salute him as she stood firm because
her love was selfless, like her man who achieved martyrdom.

Life
What is life, an adventurous journey,
For those people who know the value of
that journey,
For those who never dare to quit,
For those who learn from their failures,
Gives you only one chance to give up or
to try,
It's up to you to decide, whether to enjoy
the journey or wait for your luck,
Many people are intelligent but only
some have the power to rise from
failure.

Heeya Mehta
XI- D

Nehal Gangwal
XI-G
8 COLOURS IN A RAINBOW
Who knows if there are 8 colours in a rainbow
One hidden under another
Primarily we consider 7
Cause they are lustrous and better than others
Who knows if there are 8 wonders in the world
It could be your home or the person you adore
The chosen one might be unique in the world
But the ones who are not chosen are also not
common
It's just that they are hidden under another.

Aarya Koserwal
XI-G

The song of a Selenophile...
My one true love
Stands miles away from me
Radiating with warmth and passion
I look at it everyday from my window
Wishing to unite with it
Wishing to cleanse my soul
In the moonlight with stardust
Wishing to sing the song of a selenophile
But all I can do is watch
Until my eyes burn
Until my heart overflows
Until my brain stops to function
And all that's left
Is an imprint of its godly glow
A resplendent, illecebrous phosphene
And watch it I will
Because my one true love
Standing miles away from me
Is not and will never be truly mine...

Anvi Tongia
XI-G

The blank page screams a million words
The eyes tell a story untold
The moon shines and teases the stars
The stars too chase the dark
not knowing they're the light
The light flickers till it's non-existent
The dark corners the room
but glows a light from the moon
Giving its warmth to the heart
Peace to the mind and
A voice to the spirit.

Vidushi Salecha
XII-C

For, The Rain

An excerpt from her self-published
book; 3 a.m.

Glistening drops
Like crystals, you fall
The winds blow kisses on my cheek
Saying goodbye,
The sun takes one last peek
The roll of thunder
Announces your arrival
It feels so magical
You,
Feel so mystical
You finally come to me
In a rhythm
A beautiful beat
The lightning dances with you
The clouds applaud
The majestic view
I close my eyes
And my heart
Syncopates with you
And my soul
Writes poetry
As you become my muse

Maanya Gupta
XII - C
Full Stop

Full stop is the end of a sentence
or the beginning of a new one?
Is it a matter of perspective
or a convention like,
‘East belongs to the rising Sun?’
Full stop can make varied sense
to different people, time, and place.
It can be a long pause
for those running from disgrace.
while, for those cherishing their time,
it can mean the start of a better phase.
Each full stop has a unique power
depending on the role it plays.
It can terminate a clause
or resurrect a phrase.
It can close a chapter
or set about the next one.
It can tease you with a cliffhanger
Just because the writer thought it was fun.
Full stops portray
a multitude of emotion.
We despise the ones
that conclude a fiction,
while eagerly wait for that
which marks a textbook’s completion.

Memories

The sunlight seeps through the window,
she’s always awake because of the bad
dreams.
tired eyes, and damp cheeks,
all because of her tireless screams.
Her bare face in front of the mirror,
she struggles to recognize the girl in front
of her.
she attempts a smile,
but her eyes drift towards a letter.
Memories are a painful bliss,
painful nonetheless.
and the worst of it all,
that is all she has left.

Anaya Ghodgaonkar
But some nights, she feels brave,
she grazes her hands across those
XII-B
memories.
tracing the words with her fingers,
a part of her no longer grieves.

Sea To Ocean

These waves just come and go
Again and again to and fro
Making me feel the same happiness
In a second of dullness
it’s always the same
when it’s sad it’s just more pretty dame
I think maybe I can just be an ocean
again and again
Hit the rocks and pain
Still flow with the same smoothness
Mixed in with the same happiness.
The calmest of all
-Saarakshi Tiwari
The most sad of all
X-C
Still the prettiest of all of us
A lover of skies dusk
When they are together they are art
And they look like one heart.
Skies to seas and seas to oceans.

‘देश-भक्ति’
नव्या खरे

9-ब

सारा जोशी
आठवीं-फ
शहीद भगत सिंह
न प्यार था धन से, न प्यार था तन से,
उन्हें तो प्यार था अपने वतन से।
न लड़ी उन्होंने लड़ाई अहिंसा से,
मारा अंग्रेज़ों को वीरता और हिंसा से।
जब जलियाँवाला बाग हत्याकांड का नाम सुना,
तब अंग्रेज़ों को धूल चटाने का काम सूझा।
सेंट्रल असेंबली में उन्होंने फें का बम,
यह दिखाने के लिए कि वह किसी से नहीं है कम।
यह देख अंग्रेज भी चकित थे,
हाँ, वीर भगत सिंह कितने विचित्र थे।
२३ अप्रैल को अंग्रेजों ने दे दी उन्हें फाँसी।
पर फिर भी उन्होंने हँसते-हँसते दे दी जान,
ऐसे वीर शहीद भगत सिंह को शत-शत प्रणाम।
आज लिख रही हूँ मैं सारा, भगत सिंह पर कविता इस स्याही से,
पर यह स्याही तो कु छ नहीं, उनके कु र्बानी के खून की स्याही से।

रैना दुबे
आठवीं-फ
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